
What Starts Here Changes the World 
 

Kelsey tapped me on the shoulder. “What are we supposed to be doing right now?” she 
whispered, unsure. We were seated side-by-side in the vast concert hall, watching as the stage 
manager rearranged stands in utter silence. I considered her question for a moment, and it 
occurred to me how odd this experience must be for a “layperson.” I’ve made it a point to bring 
non-musician friends to classical music performances, and my guests unfailingly express 
uncertainty or worry regarding conventions classical musicians find so commonplace. 
 
These experiences have allowed me to look at classical concerts not as they have been, but as 
they could be. I am the founder and president of an organization called Classical Reinvention, 
which has as its goal preserving the integrity of the art form while changing aspects of the 
presentation, concert environment, and the classical brand on a broader scale. Too many 
orchestras are failing. Too many people write off classical music as a dead or dying art form. If 
musicians do not begin to advocate for their art, who will?  
 
My organization has executed these objectives by organizing monthly productions, specifically 
programmed to draw a wider and more diverse audience. Each of these performances includes 
visual stimuli, audience inclusion, clear communication of our expectations of the audience, and 
a theme to tie it all together. Working with the business school, we measure the effect of our 
efforts and adjust accordingly.  
 
Our second concert, entitled Music Under the Stars, experimented with venue’s effect on 
perception. We booked four acts utilizing varied instrumentation and time periods, each at or 
under 15 minutes. We booked this performance on the roof of the astronomy building with 
public access to the impressive $20,000 telescope. A breathtaking view of the night sky and the 
city lights both inspired and enticed me. I booked a room inside the building in case of rain, but I 
prayed not to need it. 
 
As luck would have it, it started pouring an hour before the performance. I assembled my team, 
and we did some fancy footwork to convert the classroom I booked into a black box theater of 
sorts. My backup supplies came in handy, and we turned the “Music Under the Stars” theme into 
“Music Among the Stars.” The performers became our focal point, and the intimacy of the room 
allowed for discussion and collaboration with the audience.  
 
I set out paper, writing utensils, chalk, and mosaic pieces for the audience to use. During each 
piece, audience members used the supplies to illustrate their interpretation of the piece. 
Following each performance, I facilitated a discussion in which audience members shared 
responses and artistic renderings inspired by the music. People read poems aloud, explained 
abstract drawings depicting the music, and representations of the performers themselves. We 
discussed the origin of the pieces and the performers’ experiences interacting with the works. 
 
The final act was written by UT composer, Joey Love. “Synchronicity in Purple Minor” is his 
interpretation of an artwork he encountered at the Blanton Museum of Art. Not only did the 
conception for the work tie in with the theme of our concert, but also Joey himself was present to 



speak with the audience. The breathtaking work spoke volumes, but seeing the composer in 
person is a rare and gratifying experience for non-musicians. 
 
My original goal of Music Under the Stars was to take this awe-inspiring music into an awe-
inspiring setting. Though the rain hindered our efforts, it allowed us to craft a very intimate and 
highly participatory experience, which was equally moving.  
 
I have gotten invaluable support and inspiration from the Butler School of Music. The 
commitment to musical and academic excellence has been the biggest inspiration to me. The 
Butler School represents a coalition of devoted, intelligent, talented, and unusually kind human 
beings. Faculty members such as Robert Freeman, Evan Leslie, Chuck Dillard, Glenn Richter, 
and Kathy Panoff have graciously given me their guidance and advice, which has proven to be 
extraordinarily helpful.  
 
My experience with Classical Reinvention has completely changed my perception of and 
interaction with classical music. I want to ignite a passion for classical music in all generations. 
There is so much that this music has to offer, and it is so underrepresented in our culture today. 
My future plans include major collaborations with visual artists, dancers, and actors. Perhaps my 
being young and stupid infuses me with unrealistic aspirations. Perhaps. But I heard once that 
“what starts here changes the world,” and I’m inclined to believe it. 
 
 
 


